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Abstract
Context: This study evaluates the structural stability of a Savonius-type
rotor by implementing a multiblade profile, with the purpose of reducing
the resistance to movement and consequently improving aerodynamic
performance. The rotor with the profile under study was compared against
rotors with conventional semicircular and split Bach profiles.
Method: The fluid-structure interaction was analyzed by numerically
simulating the three rotors, and the state of stresses and deformations was
determined under a normal operating regime. The rotors were assigned
the same construction material, and they were studied under the same
parameters and models of fluid dynamics and computational mechanics
via the ANSYS software.
Results: The results obtained showed a better structural behavior in the
rotor with the multiblade configuration, reducing the maximum equivalent
stress by 59,10 and 42,87 % and the deformations by 47,40 and 33,59 %
with respect to the rotors with the conventional semicircular and split Bach
profiles, respectively.
Conclusions: The multiblade configuration allows for greater aerodynamic
and structural performance while preserving the construction and operation
simplicity that characterize Savonius-type rotors.
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Resumen

Contexto: Este estudio evalúa la estabilidad estructural de un rotor tipo Savonius implementando
un perfil multielemento, con el propósito de reducir la resistencia al movimiento y mejorar así
el rendimiento aerodinámico. El rotor con el perfil en estudio se comparó con rotores de perfiles
semicircular convencional y Bach dividido.
Método: Se analizó la interacción fluido-estructura mediante la simulación numérica de los tres rotores,
y se determinó el estado de esfuerzos y deformaciones en un régimen normal de operación. A los
rotores se les asignó el mismo material de construcción, y estos fueron estudiados bajo los mismos
parámetros y modelos de la dinámica de fluidos y mecánica computacional a través del software
ANSYS.
Resultados: Los resultados obtenidos evidenciaron un mejor comportamiento estructural en el rotor
con la configuración multielemento, al reducir el esfuerzo equivalente máximo en 59,10 y 42,87 % y las
deformaciones en 47,40 y 33,59 % con respecto a los rotores de perfiles semicircular convencional y Bach
dividido respectivamente.
Conclusiones: La configuración multielemento permite un mayor rendimiento aerodinámico y
estructural, a la vez que se conserva la simplicidad de construcción y operacional que caracterizan al
rotor tipo Savonius.

Palabras clave: CFD, energía eólica, multielemento, multifísica, rotor Savonius.
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1. Introduction

The omnidirectional functioning of vertical-axis wind turbines (VAWTs) allows them to take
advantage of winds with variable direction without requiring additional orientation systems (1–3).
Likewise, in the last few years, it has been proven that VAWTs can operate at a shorter distance between
rotors than horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWTs), which allows for a greater number of turbines
available in the same area (4, 5).

The Savonius-type VAWT, whose operation principle is mainly based on aerodynamic drag force,
has a high initial torque and can be operated at a low flow velocity without the need for assistance
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devices to start its movement (6–9). However, this type of operation requires a blade that moves against
the flow when returning to its working position, generating an opposite torque. This significantly
reduces its performance, and it is mainly because of this that this type of rotor barely reaches values
close to 50 % the performance of HAWTs (7, 10–12).

In previous studies, it was evidenced that employing multiblade profiles in the blades of this type of
rotors can improve their performance by 10,8 % with respect to a profile without the secondary element
(split Bach profile), as well as by 51,2 % regarding conventional semicircular profiles (Fig. 1) (6, 13–17).
Additionally, the implementation of a multiblade geometry allows greatly preserving the construction
and operation simplicity that characterize Savonius-type rotors (13).

After determining that a rotor with a multiblade Bach profile has a higher aerodynamic efficiency
with respect to the conventional semicircular and split Bach profiles, it was also necessary to compare
its structural behavior before aerodynamic loads. Therefore, this study aimed to assess the structural
stability of a Savonius-type rotor while implementing a multiblade profile. The maximum equivalent
stress (Von Mises tension) (18–21) and the maximum deformation were determined as contrast variables,
which were obtained through computational simulations of the rotor models’ structural behavior (22–
24).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Geometrical details of the rotors

Tridimensional models 200 mm in diameter (D) and 300 mm in height (H) were established for the
three profiles, consisting of three stages with an offset of 120° in the azimuth angle (25). Discs with a
diameter of 220 mm were installed in the ends of each stage (26). The blades were built considering
1 mm wall thickness and 2 mm thickness for the discs that separate each stage (Fig. 1).

Semicircular convencional Bach dividido Bach multielemento

Elemento
secundario

Elemento
principal

Conventional semicircular Split Bach Multiblade Bach

Main 

element

Secondary 

element

Figure 1. Rotor models analyzed in this study and their corresponding blade profiles
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These measurements were established with the purpose to seek dimensional correspondence
with the numerical studies of the profiles (13, 14), as well as to implement an aspect relation in
accordance with that recommended in literature (AR = H/D = 1, 5) (27). A multistage configuration
was considered, as it allows analyzing the profile in different azimuth positions and reducing the
fluctuation of the load (28). Thus, it is possible to reduce the deviation between a static analysis with
lower computational costs and a dynamic one that generally demands more solver resources.

The geometrical properties for each profile are detailed in Table I.

Table I. Geometrical properties for each profile

Property Conventional semicircular Split Bach Multiblade Bach

Profile length [mm] 313,59 314,14 380,23

Cross-sectional area (Ao) [mm2] 313,37 313,72 379,37

Second moment of area about x (Ix) [mm4] 1,41×106 1,12×106 1,51×106

Second moment of area about y (Iy) [mm4] 1,49×105 8,58×104 2,08×105

Second polar moment of area (Iz) [mm4] 1,56×106 1,21×106 1,72×106

The second moments of area can be expressed through Eq. (1), where the averaged second moment
of area in the xy plane is constant in any azimuth position (23, 24). Likewise, Iz can be used as the
characteristic dimension of the second moment of area (Fig. 2).

Iz = Ix + Iy (1)

y

x

z

Figure 2. Reference system used to determine the second moments of area

2.2. Numerical analysis

This study was carried out through the multiphysical analysis of a two-way fluid-structure
interaction, which allows for feedback between the results of each of the physics involved, linking tools
of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with those of computational solid mechanics (CSM) (29–34).
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The three geometries were studied in a steady state, employing the same CFD and CSM algorithms,
parameters, and models via the ANSYS Fluent and Mechanical solvers, which solve the physics of each
phenomenon through the finite volume and the finite element methods, respectively (35–41).

The ANSYS Workbench automatically exchanges data between simulation solvers. Its mesh
mapping technology ensures that data are transferred more accurately from CFD analysis to CSM and
vice versa (Fig. 3).

CFD
ANSYS Fluent
Finite volume method

CSM
ANSYS Mechanical

Finite element method

5 iterations

Figure 3. Two-way fluid-structure interaction for the study case

This coupling considers the pressure field of the fluid dynamic analysis and the consequences
of this load in the structural analysis. A limit of five calculation cycles or iterations in the two-way
coupling was established.

A turbulence model k − ω SST was proposed due to its good performance in predicting free and
adverse pressure gradient flows (42–44). The convergence criterion for the solution residuals was fixed
in the order of 10−3.

The domain of analysis comprises two bodies: a fluid body and a solid body. The fluid body is
made up of two parts: an orthohedral region that simulates the far fluid field, and a cylindrical one for
the near fluid field, which contains the geometry of the rotor.

An air inlet was established at a velocity of v = 4 m/s (wind class 1) (45), corresponding to a flow
regime with a Reynolds number of 6 × 104. Likewise, the outlet was fixed at atmospheric conditions,
and the side field was simulated under symmetry conditions, since it is there that low-scale gradients
occur (42, 46).

The rotor walls rotate at a fixed angular velocity ω = 20 rad/s, corresponding to a TSR = 0, 5, in
whose proximity the greatest torque load occurs (Fig. 4) (13).

The speed ratio at the tip of the blade (TSR) gives a proportion of the angular velocity of the rotor
in dimensionless terms, according to Eq. (2).

TSR =
ωD

2v
(2)
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Figure 4. Experimentally obtained CT results by the three tested rotors (E) and their comparison with

the numerical results determined from the three-dimensional simulations (N)
Source: (13)

The torque coefficient (CT ) is estimated as the ratio between the torque generated by the rotor on its
shaft (T ) and the torque that is possible to generate under the given conditions (47,48). This is expressed
by Eq. (3), where ρ is the density of the air and A = DH is the frontal area of the rotor.

CT =
Tturbine

Tavailable
=

T
1
4 ρ Av2D

(3)

The dimensions of the computational domain were set as follows: 10 m wide, 1 m high, and 10 m

long, seeking to reduce the blockage effect caused by the rotor in the flow section (Fig. 5) (49, 50).

50 D

5 D

50 D

1.5 D

1.1 D
1.5 D

Campo cercano
de fluido

Paredes del rotor
Interface fluido-sólido

Salida de presión

Entrada de velocidad

Simetría

Velocity inlet

Pressure outlet
Symmetry

Near fluid field

Rotor walls
Solid-fluid interface

Figure 5. Three-dimensional analysis domain and its boundary conditions
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In order to obtain an efficient number of partitions into which the analyzed domain had to be
divided, it was necessary to carry out an independence analysis for spatial discretization, seeking to
obtain convergence in the result. The rotor with the conventional semicircular profile was used as a test
model during the independence analysis.

Since the model was made up of two bodies, an independence analysis was carried out for each
of them. For the fluid body, five discretizations (known as meshing) were built with the same structure,
but with an increased number of partitions in each edge according to the refinement of each mesh. The
region that simulated the far field of the fluid had a structured mesh with only hexahedral elements
(Figs. 6a and 6b), while the region that simulated the fluid field near the rotor had an unstructured mesh
with only tetrahedral elements in order to gain greater adaptability to the geometry (Figs. 6c and 6d).
The meshing adjacent to the rotor walls was refined and had a structure of perpendicular layer (inflation)
that allowed for a better prediction of the boundary layer (Fig. 6e).

Figure 6. General structure of the meshing for the CFD analysis of the multiblade Bach rotor: (a) region

far field of the fluid, (b) detail of the transition from the far field to the near field of the fluid, (c) cutaway

view of region near field of the fluid, (d) profile geometry detail, and (e) detail of the profile walls

In the same way, for the solid body that simulated the rotor, five meshings were built, which were
defined by predominant hexahedral elements forming structured faces on the walls of the blades (Fig.
7).
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Figure 7. General structure of the meshing for the CSM analysis of the multiblade Bach rotor: (a)

isometric view of the rotor model and (b) detail of the model walls

When solving each case with the different meshings, the maximum equivalent stress value was
obtained, whose variation was observed to become smaller as the meshing became finer (Tables II
and III). For fluid and solid body analysis, the asymptotic convergence indicators, according to the
Richardson extrapolation, were 1,0042 and 1,0289, respectively, whose closeness to the unit indicates
the existence of a convergence value (51).

For the meshing of the fluid body, the value of y+ was also analyzed, which is recommended to be
lower than the unit when using the turbulence model k−ω SST , thus ensuring appropriate predictions
in the flow near the walls (42). In this way, the third meshing was selected for both the fluid and the
solid bodies.

Table II. Mesh independence test results for the fluid body

Meshing 1 2 3 4 5

Number of elements 119.791 478.077 1.805.411 7.473.517 30.180.988

Maximum equivalent stress [MPa] 0,29665 0,30367 0,30768 0,30867 0,30897

Deviation 3,89 % 1,67 % 0,41 % 0,09 %

y+ 5,21 2,56 0,96 0,54 0,42

Simulation time [hours] 3,62 4,24 7,23 23,36 92,65

Table III. Mesh independence test results for the solid body

Meshing 1 2 3 4 5

Number of elements 59.641 238.166 912.667 3.750.668 15.102.672

Maximum equivalent stress [MPa] 0,22798 0,28475 0,30768 0,31307 0,31656

Deviation 27,98 % 10,05 % 2,81 % 1,10 %

Simulation time [hours] 0,45 1,81 7,23 29,12 122,45
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The supports and the loads of the model were considered as shown in Fig. 8. A fixed support
was located in the lower hub of the rotor, simulating a full load exerted by the generator. Similarly, a
cylindrical support was placed on the upper hub, simulating the restriction in the bearing. Additionally,
the aerodynamic loads imported from the fluid dynamic analysis were applied to the rotor surface.

In this analysis, the loads on the rotor body (weight and centripetal force) were not taken into
account, since they are not linearly scalable, given their dependence on the mass, so the result could not
be generalized (mass ∝ scale3).

Polyethylene was defined as the construction material, as it is a commonly used medium-strength
polymer. Table IV shows its main structural properties.

Table IV. Established properties for polyethylene as a construction material

Property Magnitude

Density 950 kg/m3

Poisson ratio 0,42

Elasticity module 1100 MPa

Yield strength 25MPa

Ultimate tensile strength 33MPa

Figure 8. Established supports and loads for the multiblade Bach rotor model

3. Results

3.1. Results analysis

After solving the fluid physics, each rotor’s states of pressure and flow velocity were obtained.
Fig. 9 shows the state of static pressure exerted by the fluid on the walls of the multiblade Bach rotor
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model by means of a contour graph. In the same figure, the fluid path lines and the corresponding
velocity magnitude are shown for a flow plane. Areas of laminar flow, stagnation, recirculation, and
fluid acceleration can be identified.

Figure 9. Results of the fluid dynamics on the multiblade Bach rotor for a wind of 4 m/s and a TSR of

0,5

After transferring the result of the fluid dynamics analysis to the structural one, the stress and
deformation states for each rotor were obtained, whose maximum values are summarized in Table V.
Fig. 10 shows, represented by contours, an example of the multiblade Bach rotor’s state of stress and
deformation.

Table V. Structural analysis results

Rotor model Conventional semicircular Split Bach Multiblade Bach

Aerodynamic load (F ) [N ] 0,46085 0,48876 0,53771

Torque load (T ) [N ·m] 0,01213 0,01728 0,01748

Maximum equivalent stress (σ) [MPa] 0,30768 0,33277 0,21157

Maximum deformation (δ) [mm] 0,15034 0,17989 0,13296

4. Discussion

As seen in Table V, the aerodynamic loads exerted on the rotor models vary as a result of the
different profile shapes. These differences in loading conditions hinder a direct comparison of the
structural results.

Because the generated torque is a consequence of the aerodynamic load, it is necessary to obtain
a static equivalence that explains its origin, as each profile has different capabilities when it comes
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Figure 10. State of equivalent stress (left) and total deformation (right) of the multiblade Bach rotor for

a wind of 4 m/s and a TSR of 0,5

to converting this aerodynamic load into useful torque. Likewise, these differences in torque induce
variations in the stress and strain state of the rotor.

Eq. (4) describes the equivalent percentage of the aerodynamic load, which, when applied to the
blade tip, is responsible for the generated torque, with eload being the load effectiveness.

eload =
2T

FD
× 100% (4)

In the same way, when comparing the second polar moment of area with the maximum moment that
can be obtained with the same area, the effectiveness in the distribution of the profile area with regard
to the rigidity of the structure can be explained. Eq. (5) allows obtaining the maximum second polar
moment of area given the cross-sectional area and the diameter. Likewise, Eq. (6) shows this relationship,
where earea is the area effectiveness.

Izmax
=

AoD
2

4
− Ao

2

2π
(5)

earea =
Iz

Izmax

× 100% (6)

By determining the ratio for each rotor model, the values plotted in Fig. 11 are obtained. It can be
seen that the conventional semicircular profile has the least load effectiveness, i.e., it generates great
aerodynamic resistance while delivering low torque. In contrast, the split Bach profile offers the greatest
load effectiveness, allowing a higher torque to be achieved with less resistance. Although the load
effectiveness of the multiblade Bach profile is between that of the two previous profiles, its value is
greater than the average of the two. This shows that the aerodynamic load exerted on the multiblade
Bach rotor is the highest, as a consequence of a greater power transmission.

On the other hand, the greatest area effectiveness is reported by the conventional semicircular
profile, which shows a greater concentration of area in the outermost region of the geometry of the
profile. In contrast, the least area effectiveness is observed in the split Bach profile, indicating that the
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area is more concentrated towards the center of the geometry. Although the area effectiveness of the
multiblade Bach profile is between that of the two previous profiles, its value is greater than the average
of the two.

Both indicators were multiplied to obtain a structural effectiveness value which showed that the
changes made to the geometries, starting from the conventional semicircular profile, had positive
impacts on structural stability. An increasing trend in the evolution of the rotor can be seen by means of
this indicator.

13,13%

13,68%

14,83%

Conventional

semicircular

Split Bach Multiblade

Bach

Structural effectiveness

49,88%

38,69%

45,63%

Conventional

semicircular

Split Bach Multiblade

Bach

Area effectiveness

26,32%

35,35%

32,51%

Conventional

semicircular

Split Bach Multiblade

Bach

Load effectiveness

× =

Figure 11. Load (left), area (center), and structural (right) effectiveness in profile geometries. Black lines

represent the average effectiveness for the conventional semicircular and split Bach profiles.

Considering that the stresses and deformations (σ, δ) are directly proportional to the loads (F , T ) (23,
24), it is possible to adjust the results of the conventional semicircular and split Bach rotors to the loading
conditions of the multiblade Bach. To this effect, the compound proportionality method described in Eq.
(7) is implemented.

σadji = σi
Fj

Fi

Tj

Ti
δadji = δi

Fj

Fi

Tj

Ti
(7)

where the subscripts adj, i, and j refer to the adjusted value, rotor i, and rotor j (multiblade Bach
rotor in this case), respectively. Thus, the values reported in Table V were adjusted under the same load
conditions of the multiblade Bach profile and are presented in Fig. 12.

The results in Fig. 12 reveal a consistent trend with the structural effectiveness results (Fig. 11), with
the values of the adjusted maximum equivalent stress and deformation being significantly lower for
the multiblade geometry, which indicates that the multiblade Bach profile offers greater strength and
stiffness.

The adjusted maximum equivalent stresses were reduced by 59,10 and 42,87 %, and the
deformations by 47,40 and 33,59 % with respect to the conventional semicircular and split Bach
profiles, respectively.
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0,37033

0,21157

0,25278

0,20020

0,13296

Conventional semicircular Split Bach Multiblade Bach

Adjusted maximum equivalent stress [MPa]

Adjusted maximum deformation [mm]

Figure 12. Adjusted maximum equivalent stress and deformation for each rotor

This additional structural stability is provided by the greater moment of area provided by the
secondary element of the multiblade profile, where the Iz of the multiblade Bach profile is 42,47 %
greater than that of the split Bach.

The mass moment of inertia (IM ) is directly proportional to the second polar moment of area, with
the constant of proportionality being the product between the density of the construction material (ρM )
and the height of the blade, as described in Eq. (8).

IM = ρMH · Iz (8)

Therefore, as the second polar moment of area increases, the mass moment of inertia also increases.
This means a greater difficulty for the rotor to start its movement. However, in the case of the multiblade
profile, this is compensated by the higher static torque that is generated when the rotor starts up (Fig.
4) (13). Additionally, a greater inertia reduces the fluctuation of the torque transmitted, working as a
flywheel.

5. Conclusions

This study compared the structural behavior under aerodynamic loads of rotors with conventional
semicircular, split Bach, and Bach multiblade profiles. The models were studied via a two-way
fluid-structural interaction analysis and in a steady state.

The results revealed that the multielement rotor had greater strength and stiffness, provided by
the increase in the second polar moment of area implied by the secondary element in the profile. The
maximum equivalent stresses were reduced by 59,10 and 42,87 %, and the deformations by 47,40 and
33,59 % with regard to the conventional semicircular and split Bach profiles, respectively.
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The implementation of the secondary element allows for a greater aerodynamic and structural
performance, preserving, to a large extent, the construction and operation simplicity that characterizes
Savonius-type rotors, requiring an addition of only 21 % of the material involved for manufacturing the
main elements.
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